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Context:

While we’ve diversified our 
subscriber base, the most 
active readers are our 
historic core audience

125 years ago our audience was British men in 
Finance

Today we have a much broader range of readers

But most active readership still over-indexes among 
men in the UK Finance industry with personal 
subscriptions

We are soon to reach 1m paying FT readers with 
ambitions to grow beyond that.  We have an 
opportunity to more fully engage the breadth of our 
readership to accelerate this growth

These interviews were about developing personal 
insight across that readership base and the 
opportunity to give equal voice to different groups of 
readers who are present but perhaps less active



We now have the opportunity to capitalise on this broader 
audience 

Monthly Users: # users with 
paid subscription active over 

the course of a month
Users: # of users with paid 

subscription active over the 
course of a year; 

Page Views: # page views in 
past 90 days to 18/9/2019

24% of our monthly active users are now female… 
...but only 16% of our page views

Two-thirds of subscribers are from outside finance…
...yet finance accounts for almost half of our page views

Almost 60% of readers are outside the UK… 
...while UK readers proportionally view more pages

The majority of subscribers are B2B…
... yet three quarters of page views are from B2C subscribers



We are reaching additional 
customers through our 
specialist products We have a quarter of a million subscribers across all our FT 

specialist publications - and another c.30K FT live attendees 



SMG reader interviews

Monica Todd
Head of Customer Research



We listened to a lot 
of readers

62 interviews 
across breadth of 
audience

29% 
UK

29% 
Asia

31% 
USA

11% EU

30% 
B2B

35% 
B2C

16% 
Specialist

18% 
FT Live

63%
 Male

37% 
Women

53% 
Gen X

23% 
Millennials

19%
Boomers

Region

Product

Gender

Age



We covered a lot of 
ground in our 
discussions

Personal/ Professional

Value - content and experience

Painpoints

Where should FT invest

Reading habits

FT attributes

FT Group



* Readers shows number of users with an active paid subscription as of 12/09/2018 
(FT.com), number of paid subscribers as of August 2018 (FT specialist) or number of 
distinct attendees last year (FT live)

Groups
Group Reader cohort # SMG

1 Education - student/ MBA under 34 6

2 Education - teacher 6

3 FT Live (age 35-44) 7

4 FT Live (age over 45) 7

5 Specialist (under 44) 7

6 Specialist (over 45) 6

7 B2B/ B2C - women (under 44) 6

8 B2B/ B2C - women over 45 (Asia/UK) 7

9 B2B/ B2C - women over 45 (USA) 6

10 B2B/ B2C men (Asia) 6

11 B2B men (USA/ UK) 6

12 B2C men (ex-Asia) 7



Group discussions

45 minutes

12 tables grouped by reader cohort

Questions for discussion

● What surprised you?  
● What inspired you?
● Common themes? 
● Important outliers?

Areas covered in the interviews

● Value - reasons for reading, content, experience
● Painpoints
● Where should FT invest
● Reading habits
● FT attributes
● FT Group

Create a list of 5 key takeaways to share 



Aggregate view of 
interview and data 
trends



To look 
good

Source: Global Reader Survey 2017 (N=6,445)

To stimulate To get ahead in  my careerTo connect with others To grow 
finances

To be informed

+ Saving time
+ Company needs



Main customer feedback/ painpoint themes
Sources: Triallist survey, NPS and Cancellation surveys, On-site feedback, Customer Services closed-case feedback

Self-serve 
subscription 
management

‘Finding 
stuff’



Original views – make me think, 
don’t reinforce my views

Big themes – where will sectors 
be 5 yrs from now

Be more diverse, too focused 
on the biggest events/ countries 
… cover other stuff going on in 

the world

CONTENT

Where  should the FT invest?

Young people have no voice – 
there’s no equivalent to the 
‘Next Act’ for young people.  

It’s quite manly – not very 
feminine

I’m not sure who the FT is for.  
I think it’s for people like me 
but no-one I know reads it.  

NEW 
AUDIENCES

Short sharp insight … 
videos, summaries, 

wearable tech, 
podcasts, bullets, 

self-drive cars, ‘go to the 
stream’, voice

DIGITAL 
FORMATS

I would pay 
you more if ...

NEW 
PROPOSITION

DATA  

Despite feedback for 
diverse coverage, many of 
the most viewed topics 
(eg Brexit, Turkey, US) 
are also the most 
under-supplied

Millennial Moments 
had 10x higher page 
views per article 
(vs. other series)

Tech grew traffic by 
35% in 2018 vs. the 
same period last year

Median RFV score 
increases by an 
impressive 87% in the 
12 weeks after their 
first myFT follow



Usage habits Morning headlines on mobile during commute

Multimedia … using podcasts and video more than 
10 yrs ago

Push - social, alerts, email

Lunchtime break at the desk

‘Bites’ throughout the day

Desktop research

Evening / commute to relax

Weekend print



We can see most of 
these stories come 
through in the 
data...

Morning 
commute on 
mobile & tablet

Lunchtime peak 
evident on 
desktop

Desktop most 
popular channel 
during working day 
- desktop research

Desktop traffic 
massively down at 
the weekend

Morning peak still 
evident but far 
lower volumes at 
the weekend

Evening commute 
activity not evident 
in the data



First started reading 

Long ago because 
working in financial 

sector 

Airport - free 
newspaper 

copy

Newsstand - 
weekday or FT 

Weekend

School library - 
free newspaper 

copy

Found out 
about 

corporate 
subscription

Personal 
motivation 

to learn

Article link 
emailed

Social media 
shares 

University/ MBA 
teachers 

recommended

Students/ Early career 
people say ... Mid-career people say ... Late career people say ...

At any stage  
people say ...



Professional
Analytical
International
Authoritative
Independent
Concise
Serious
Influential
Modern
British

Functional
Witty
Warm

Which 3 best describe FT?
(prompted)

FT tone of voice?
(prompted)

How would you describe FT tone or 
personality? (unprompted)

FT attributes 



Source: Global Reader Survey 2017 (N=6,445)


